INTERNET, TEXTING &

SOCIAL MEDIA LINGO AND SLANG
LINGO

TRANSLATION

LINGO

TRANSLATION

AMA

Ask me anything

Cancelled

Bad publicity / boycott

ASL

Age/Sex/Location

Cap

Another word for
lying

ATM

At the moment

CD9

Parents are present

Band

One thousand dollars

Cray

Crazy

Bars / Zannies

Xanax, a prescription
drug used to help
symptoms of anxiety
and panic disorders

Cuffed

To be locked down in
a relationship

Cybersex

Sex online

Day 1

Person that you
have known for a
long time or feel
close with

Dead

Funny/Unbelievable

Deaded

Blown off or
rejected; deliberately
singled out

Deets

Details

Derp

When someone does
something stupid,
weird or odd

Basic

Only interested in
things mainstream,
popular, and trending

Bet

I agree

BFF

Best friend forever

BF/GF

Boyfriend/Girlfriend

Big Yikes

Uh oh

BTW

By the way

Cancelled

Bad publicity / boycott

DGAF

Don’t give a f***

GG

Good game

DM

Direct message

GOAT

Greatest of All Time

DTF

Down To F***

Go-Off

Emo

Emotional

To angrily complain
about or hype
someone up

Extra

Over-the-top

GTG/G2G

Got to go

GTFO

Get the f*** out

Faded /
Cross-Faded

Under the influence
of cannabis /
under the influence
of cannabis and
alcohol)

Ham

Fav/Fave

Favorite

Someone who
enjoys the attention
of others and will do
crazy things to get it

Fierce

Awesome/Positive
Spirit

Handle

Social media
username

Finna

Finally/about to/gonna

HBD

Happy Birthday

Finsta/Spams

A fake/secondary
social media account

HBU

How about you

Hella

A lot/really

HML (hit my line)

Contact me

HMU

Hit me up

HundoP

100% sure about
something

Fire
Fit

Cool / Awesome
Outfit

Flex

Showing off

FML

F*** my life

FWB

Friends with benefits

IDC

I don’t care

F4F

Follow for follow

IDK

I don’t know

IG

Instagram

Mood

Relatable

ILY/ILU

I love you

Mukbang

Popular eating
videos

IMO

In my opinion

IMU

I miss you

Mutuals

To follow and be
followed back by
someone on a social
media platform

JK

Just kidding

NBD

No big deal

KMS/KYS

Kill myself/
Kill yourself

Nic

Nicotine, usually in
the context of vaping
"hit the nic"

NM

Not much/Nothing
much

No Cap

No Lie

Noob

Inexperienced

NP

No problem

NVM

Never mind

OG

OG used to mean
Original Gangster
although some
people these days
use OG as a quicker
way of saying
Original

OMW

On my way

On Point

When something is
ultimate perfection

Lean: also
knowns as
purple drank,
sizurp, dirty
sprite, Tris

A mixture of Jolly
Ranchers, Sprite,
and codeine that will
get you high

Link

Connecting with
friends to chill

Lit

Cool/awesome,
or also being
intoxicated

LMK

Let me know

LOL

Laughing out loud

Low-Key

Quiet/Modest

MOFO

Mother f*****

Molly

MDMA (A drug)

Oof

Periodt/ Period

A sound effect when
reacting to pain or
embarrassment

Word meant to add
emphasis to a point
that has been made.
Often regarded as
a more extreme or
intense version of
"period."

Plug

A person who has
everything you need

POG /
POGCHAMP

A word used to
indicate excitement
or an epic moment

POV

Point of view

PPL

People

QQ/qq

Telling someone to
quit a video game / a
set of crying eyes

Salty

Being upset over
nothing

Savage

A bad a** who did
something nobody
else would do

Selfie

Picture of yourself

Serving Looks

Looking good

Shade

Disrespectful manner

Sheesh

Oh my goodness

Ship

A pairing or couple
that you want to get
into a relationship

Shook

Shocked/Surprised

Sick

Crazy/Awesome

Simp

Someone who does
way too much for a
person they like

SKSKSKSK

A way to express
excitement about
something

Real One

A real friend

RN

Right now

Slay

Succeed

Roasted

To be dissed

Snack

An attractive person

Rona/VID

Referencing Corona
Virus or Covid

Snake

RT

Retweet

A snake is someone
who you think is
sincere and really nice,
but then turns out to
be a backstabber

Snap

Snapchat

TFW

That feeling when

Sneaky Link

Phrase used to
describe a secret
sexual relationship

Thicc

Description of a
person’s physical
description,
normally used as a
compliment

Squad

Group of friends

Stan

A crazed fan

Thirsty

A synonym for
someone who is
sexually eager

Stay in your lane

Stick to your own
business

Tho

Though

STFU

Shut the f*** up

TTYL

Talk to you later

Stoked

Excited

Troll

Internet bully

TXT

Text

Story

Social media feature
where you can add
photos/videos that
are viewable for 24
hours

VSCO Girl / VSCO

Girls that use VSCO /
a photo editing app

WDYM

What do you mean

W/E

Whatever

Weak

Amused

Wig

When something
shocking happens
Explicit photos or
nudes
Where are you at?

Sus
Swag

A shorter version of
the word "suspect"
Being or having
something cool

Swole

Muscular

Taking an L

Taking a loss

TBH

To be honest

Wins

Tea

Gossip

WYA

Yeet

To discard an item at
a high velocity

YOLO

You only live once

Zooted /
Turnt

When someone is
very high / Drunk
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